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Abstract: This study proposed a comprehensive evaluation system to incorporate the contribution of both numerical simulation 

and statistical decision theory in ventilation performance assessment.  A high-resolution model based on the finite volume 

approach was established to analyze the influence of rotation angles (i.e., side vent flip angle and roof vent flip angle) of the 

rack-and-pinion ventilated structure on the greenhouse microclimate.  The water circulating system and tomato seeding 

canopies were considered.  Heat removal efficiency and mean age of air were employed as quantitative attributes to reflect the 

internal thermal environment and the airflow organization in the sliding cover solar greenhouse.  The simulation model was 

verified with the temperature profile measured and the average relative error was 1.74%.  The results demonstrate that the 

rotating angles of ventilation schemes have a substantial impact on the microclimate and inhomogeneity of the tomato seeding 

canopies.  The results suggest the average velocity and its inhomogeneity are the crucial predictors, and their entropy weight 

values are 0.231 and 0.218, respectively.  The relative degree of membership of the side vent flip angle of 45° is 36% and 97% 

higher than that of the side vent flip angle of 35° and the side vent flip angle of 25°, respectively.  This study can provide a 

reference to evaluate the ventilated strategies of the sliding cover solar greenhouse for the regional and central government. 
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1  Introduction

 

Solar greenhouses are innovative horticultural cultivation 

facilities widely used in the integrated production of diverse 

vegetables in Northeast China, with the advantages of energy 

conservation and pest prevention[1,2].  It provides an appropriate 

plant growth environment through the application of systematic 

management and microclimate control technology[3-5].  It is more 

important to avoid the internal environment limited by external 

climate change and the scarcity of natural resources compared with 

field cultivation[6].  Greenhouse microclimate regulation has been 

implemented related to greenhouse geometry[7], wall material and 

configuration structure[8], ventilation management system[9], energy 

collection and conversion system[10], crop development model[11], 

dehumidification design and heat preservation system[12].  

Therefore, a reliable design decision of greenhouse microclimate 

combined with airflow distribution and energy conversion is 
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imperative to achieve high yield and quality of crops, and provide a 

certain guarantee for solving the problem of urgent food shortage. 

The primary variables that determine the microclimate 

regulation are temperature, humidity, radiation intensity, carbon 

dioxide concentration and air movement[13,14].  Especially for 

tomato seedlings canopies, trying to control the canopy airflow rate 

between 0.2-1.0 m/s can improve the stagnant airflow diffusion of 

the boundary layer on the leaf surface, and realize the optimization 

function of the plant photosynthesis and respiration[15].  

Meanwhile, the temperature beyond the tolerance limits seriously 

inhibits crop growth, and the existing technology can completely 

achieve the purpose of cooling, including fan-and-pad cooling 

system[16], evaporative cooling system[17], water circulation system 

[18], natural and forced ventilation[19,20].  Natural ventilation is 

mainly driven by external wind and thermal buoyancy forces to 

enhance economic benefits, which is an energy-efficient cooling 

strategy for the microclimate control of greenhouses[21].  The 

specific characteristic of conventional natural ventilation in 

greenhouses is that the internal flow field of air circulation is 

formed based on the pressure difference between the air introduced 

on the windward side and the air discharged on the leeward 

side[22,23].  However, researchers mostly consider the response 

feedback of natural ventilation structure, ventilation opening, 

location, and lack a comprehensive evaluation decision model to 

analyze the uniformity of environmental parameters and interactive 

effects of crop models. 

Interactions of environmental parameters are complicated in 

greenhouse production when associated with different ventilation 

scenarios and refrigeration systems[24,25].  Furthermore, adequate 

labor consumption and materials are required to obtain specified 
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environmental variables in field trials, while some high-cost 

investment innovation facilities do not have specific references 

prior to infrastructure construction.  Computational fluid 

dynamics (CFD) can quantitatively control the artificial 

environmental parameters in the greenhouse, and thoroughly 

capture the visual representation of simulated microclimate[26,27].  

The methodology has been verified to be an efficient engineering 

tool for the parametric investigation of greenhouse thermal and 

airflow characteristics or complex issues considered[28].  An 

extensive overview of ventilation configuration of greenhouses 

involving experiments and CFD technology has been 

approached[29].  According to the simplification conditions, grid 

discretization schemes and physical models, numerical simulation 

is repeatedly performed by computational programs to analyze 

energy conversion and reflect the air circulation of ventilation 

schemes.  Based on the analysis, inferred multi-index evaluation 

criteria are difficult to thoroughly evaluate the fluid dynamics 

problem.  Generally, environmental variables are diverse and have 

a lot of uncertainty which could be dealt with by applying entropy 

weight theory[30].  In probability theory, entropy weight is a 

statistical decision-theoretic method to calculate objective weights 

of criteria, originally developed by Claude Shannon[31].  

Information entropy employs the average intrinsic information in 

multiple independent factors to quantify the weight values of 

variables and has higher practicability and credibility contrasted to 

subjective assessment.  This methodology systematically reflects 

the resolution of parameters and has been fully endorsed by some 

research fields, including environmental science, transport system, 

agriculture engineering[32-34].  Zhang et al.[35] suggested 

approaching both aspects by intensive integration of CFD and 

weighted entropy analysis in terms of optimizing the wall of 

Chinese solar greenhouses.  Nevertheless, this numerical study 

ignored the ventilation conditions and the energy exchange of the 

crop canopy.  Moreover, there is a lack of relevant research on 

ventilation regulation in sliding cover solar greenhouses.  In order 

to realize the exhaust management, traditional microclimate control 

systems trigger the ventilation machinery to the maximum 

operating limit but do not accurately reflect the requirements of 

internal energy conversion and external wind characteristics on the 

ventilation strategy. 

The object of this study was to propose a comprehensive 

evaluation system to incorporate the contribution of both numerical 

simulation and statistical decision theory in ventilation 

performance assessment.  Note that this study is an extension of 

earlier greenhouse microclimate studies on the ventilation scenarios.  

Early studies have elaborated the influence of ventilation form, 

external wind speed and wind direction on greenhouse 

microclimate.[36].  The numerical model has been verified by 

monitoring temperature data under ventilation conditions.  The 

water circulating system and tomato seeding canopies were 

considered.  A parametric evaluation system was constructed that 

included multiple indicators (i.e., airflow behavior, thermal 

distribution, the mean age of air and canopy inhomogeneity).  

Moreover, it is necessary to examine and predict the microclimate 

distribution of the solar greenhouse during the early design phase. 

2  Methods and model development 

2.1  Greenhouse description 

The east-west oriented greenhouse is located in the scientific 

research base of Shenyang Agriculture University (latitude 41.8°N, 

longitude 123.4°E, altitude 42 m).  The greenhouse is a 

semicircular galvanized steel structure of 5.2 m, and the roof angle 

is 45°.  A 0.2 mm thick polyolefin film with a light transmittance 

of 93% covered the south roof.  In order to address energy capture 

and balance features, the greenhouse covered with rock wool 

colored steel plate for thermal insulation has been designed[37].  

The enclosure structure composed of traditional brick walls is 

completely replaced by a water circulating system to collect excess 

solar energy.  The accumulated solar energy is released at 

nighttime through the water circulation system.  The circulating 

groundwater with a temperature of 17°C is implemented at noon in 

summer[36].  The rack-and-pinion ventilated structure is adopted 

for a continuous roof vent and spaced side vents.  Tomato 

seedlings grow in planting troughs and the soil surface inside the 

greenhouse is covered with black film.  The relative humidity of 

indoor air is low at the early stage of seedling, and the humidity 

environment is ignored.  The profiles of the target greenhouse and 

principal components are shown in Figure 1. 
 

   
                   a. General view                              b. Internal layout                         c. Water circulating system 

   

                    d. Side vent                                 e. Roof vent                              f. Tomato seedlings 

Figure 1  Examples of photographic views of sliding cover solar greenhouse and principal components 
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2.2  Modeling and numerical simulation 

2.2.1  Fundamental equation and physical model 

The parametric simulation model based on the finite volume 

approach was carried out through Fluent-2020R2 software.  The 

simulation software divided the continuous solution domain into 

units of appropriate volume.  It applied the extreme value 

principle to convert the difference functions constructed by the unit 

body into a finite volume equation[38].  Finally, the microclimate 

eigenvalues were obtained by solving the algebraic equations 

introduced into the boundary conditions.  The Reynolds averaged 

N-S equations were solved in conjunction with solar radiation, 

thermal buoyancy and heat transfer processes.  The Boussinesq 

model was activated considering the effect of gravity[39].  The 

water vapor exchange and latent heat transfer were neglected 

because tomatoes grow at the seeding stage and replenish nutrients 

through drip irrigation.  The basic conservation equations include 

continuity, momentum and energy governing equations as 

follows[40]: 
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where, ρ is the fluid density, kg/m3; φ is the dependent variable; t is 

the time, s; uj is the velocity component, m/s; xj is the Cartesian 

coordinate direction, m; Γφ is the diffusion coefficient, m2/s; Sφ is 

the user-defined source term. 

The realizable k-ɛ turbulence model was applied to reproduce 

the turbulence characteristics of the airflow field accurately[41], 

which calculated conservation equations for the turbulence kinetic 

and the dissipation rate: 
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where, k is the turbulence kinetic energy, kg/m3; ɛ is turbulence 

dissipation rate, kg/m2; μ is the viscosity, Pa·s; μt is the turbulence 

viscosity; Gk is the generation of kinetic energy, N·m; Gb is the 

generation of kinetic energy by boundary push, N·m; Ym is the 

pulsatile expansion, N·m; C1ɛ=1.44; C2ɛ=1.90; σk =1.0; σɛ =1.2. 

The discrete ordinate radiation model of the embedded solar 

tracking module was adopted to simulate solar radiation energy 

received by the greenhouse[42].  The geographical position, 

sunshine factor, and illumination parameters were imported to 

solve the radiation transfer equation: 
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where, r is the position vector; S is the scattering direction vector; 

σs is the scattering coefficient; αλ is the absorption coefficient; a is 

the refraction index; Iλ is the monochromatic luminance, W/(m2 sr1); 

Ω′ is the solid angle; Φ is the phase function; σ is the 

Stefan-Boltzmann constant, σ=5.669×10−8 W/m2 K4. 

2.2.2  Computational case and grid generation 

The sliding cover solar greenhouse and its external flow field 

were constructed with high-resolution grids.  The vent is the 

interface of the internal and external flow field, and the switch is 

realized by changing the surface properties.  The 3D computation 

domain of the greenhouse is a semicircular structure with a radius 

of 5.2 m, a length of 60 m, and a soil depth of 2 m is illustrated in 

Figure 2.  The material properties employed are summarized in 

Table 1.  The geometry and grid of the simulation analysis were 

established using the Solidworks and Fluent Meshing commercial 

software.  Tomato seedlings planted in the north-south direction 

were grown in the planting trough and the mutual interval is 0.3 m.  

The orientation spacing of the planting trough is evenly distributed 

at 2.55 m and 22 tomato seedlings were controlled in one row.  

The target cross section was located in the center of the greenhouse 

as the monitoring surface, which represents the overall 

microclimate distribution because the length of the greenhouse is 

much larger than the span[43].  In this case, H represents the 

maximum height of the sliding cover solar greenhouse.  The 

length of windward and leeward regions is 10H=52 to avoid the 

prevailing airflow is not subject to external size constraints[44].  A 

logarithmic wind velocity profile is defined as the inlet of the 

neutral boundary layer to suppress the unrealistic velocity field and 

thermal behavior. 
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where, 2 1/2
* /k C ; 

3
* 0/ ( )u y y   ; U(y) is the wind 

velocity at y height, m/s; κ is the von Karman’s constant, 0.42; y0 is 

the surface roughness; u* is the shear velocity, m/s; Cμ is the 

empirical constant. 

 
Note: H represents the maximum height of the sliding cover solar greenhouse, 

H=5.2 m; U(y) represents the wind velocity at y height, m/s. 

Figure 2  Geometry of computational domain including 

greenhouse integration and external flow field 
 

Table 1  Thermophysical and optical properties of the 

materials of the simulation model[36] 

Property Air PO film Soil Crop PVC Water 

Density/kg·m
−3

 1.225 950 1700 560 1420 998.2 

Specific heat/J·kg
−3

·K
−1

 0.024 0.190 0.850 2100 1004.9 4182 

Thermal conductivity/W·m
−1

·K
−1

 1007 1600 1010 0.19 0.16 0.60 

Absorption coefficient 0.10 0.15 0.50 0.45 0.10 - 

Refractive index 1.00 1.70 1.92 2.77 7.50 1.30 

Emissivity 0.86 0.85 0.92 0.95 0.70 - 
 

Grid characteristics are significantly correlated with the 

convergence and accuracy of the calculational results[42].  The 

high-resolution surface mesh is preferentially executed to discretize 

the geometric region, as shown in Figure 3.  Computational 

domains near tomato seedlings and greenhouse vents are refined 

because of slightly complex parameter variations.  According to 

the existing horticultural facility, a continuous roof vent and 

interrupted side vents are opened to accomplish the desired cooling 

demand.  The central angles corresponding to the opening in the 

roof and side vents are 10° and 5.5°, respectively.  Meanwhile, the 

greenhouse features are divided into 21 compartments with primary 

steel frames.  The dimension width of side vents at the center of 
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the individual compartment is 0.87 m.  This study focused on 

analyzing the influence of rotation angles (i.e., side vent flip angle 

α; roof vent flip angle β) of the rack-and-pinion ventilated structure 

on greenhouse microclimate.  In the process of grid treatment, it 

took 1.72 min for the whole surface meshing to be completed.  

The maximum skewness was controlled at 0.57, with a 

high-resolution accuracy in order to couple the convective heat 

transfer between tomato canopy and air.  A grid sensitivity 

analysis was performed applying uniform principles as earlier 

achievements[36].  Finally, 2.21 million hybrid meshes including 

polyhedrons, hexahedrons and tetrahedron meshes were generated.  

The parameterized simulation has been performed in parallel on a 

workstation (Intel I9-10940X 3.3 GHz processors; 128 GB Fully 

DDR4 buffered memory).  The integrated grid was generated in 

16.45 min with a minimum orthogonal quality of 0.2. 

2.2.3  Boundary condition and solver setting 

A detailed thermal microclimate and boundary conditions are 

summarized in Table 2.  The external air temperature and soil 

surface temperature were 24.47°C and 25.8°C, respectively.  The 

external wind speed was defined as 3.4 m/s, which blows vertically 

in the simulated greenhouse.  As shown in Figure 2, the 

logarithmic profile inlet was defined as the velocity-inlet and the 

leeward outlet was defined as the 0 static pressure-outlet.  

Symmetric surfaces were imposed on the top and sides of the 

external computational domain[45].  The outside soil surface was 

maintained as a non-slip surface with a fixed temperature and did 

not participate in radiation.  In addition, the solar radiation 

intensity was simulated by adjusting the insolation clearness index 

in the ray tracing model, and the parameter was determined to be 

0.4 after repeated debugging.  The water circulating system used 

an integral surface to achieve heat transfer because the 

cross-section of the water pipe is small and its layout is complex.  

The simplified surface temperature was defined as 17°C, the 

unfolded surface is shown in Figure 3.  Finally, the numerical 

model ensures that the ventilation cases with different flip angles 

were simulated under the same environmental conditions. 

 
Note: α: side vent flip angle; β: Roof vent flip angle, the same as below. 

Figure 3  Design of grid characteristics and ventilation parameters 
 

Table 2  Boundary conditions in the three-dimensional model 

Classifications Boundary conditions Parameters Boundary conditions Parameters 

Analyzed ventilation script Side vent flip angle (α) 35°, 45°, 55° Roof vent flip angle (β) 25°, 35°, 45° 

External environment 
Outside temperature 24.47°C Outside soil surface temperature 25.8°C 

Prevailing wind velocity 3.4 m/s Insolation clearness index 0.4 

Internal environment Water circulating system 17°C Canopy temperature under unventilated conditions 28.4°C 
 

A steady-state calculation dependent on the pressure solver 

was performed to more quickly replicate the microclimate 

distribution of greenhouse under unventilated conditions.  

Subsequently, transient simulation was carried out to analyze the 

influence of different rotation angles on internal microclimate 

under natural ventilation.  The interface of multiple vents 

originally was set as the wall in steady-state simulation, and was 

defined as the interior in transient solution, while the setting of the 

ventilation window was just the opposite.  The characteristics of 

the polyolefin film were assigned to the vents.  Its purpose was to 

reproduce the complex and variable distribution of the airflow field.  

The constant input values for the numerical simulation are listed in 

Table 3.  The residuals of all variables in the convergence 

criterion are 10-6.  The transient calculation step and period are 1 s, 

and the steady-state iterative step is about 800 steps. 

 

Table 3  Constant input values of the pressure-based solver 

for the CFD simulation 

Relaxation 
factors 

Couple 
arithmetic 

Classifications Methods 

Pressure 0.5 Gradient scheme Least squares cell based 

Density 1 Pressure scheme Body force weighted 

Mass force 1 Energy scheme Second order upwind 

Moment 0.5 Momentum scheme Second order upwind 

Energy 0.75 Discrete ordinates scheme Frist order discretion 

k and ɛ 0.75 
Turbulence kinetic energy 

scheme 
Second order upwind 

Turbulence 

viscosity 
1 Dissipation rate scheme Second order upwind 

Discrete ordinates 1 Mean age of air scheme Frist order discretion 
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2.3  Entropy method and fuzzy comprehensive evaluation 

2.3.1  Evaluation index system for ventilation strategy 

The evaluation index system of natural ventilation is 

constructed to understand the interaction of the rotation angles of 

rack-and-pinion flip windows and greenhouse microclimate.  Six 

specific attributes were selected to establish an analytical hierarchy 

process for the numerical simulation, which is fully shown in 

Figure 4.  The mean age of air is a quantitative index to evaluate 

the quality of airflow organization[46].  It was imported into the 

boundary conditions as a user-defined scalar during the numerical 

iteration, which can be defined according to ASHRAE standard 

from the following transport equation: 

eff52.88 10
0.7

a
j a

j j

M
u M S

x x
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where, Ma is the mean age of air , s; μeff is the effective turbulent 

viscosity, Pa·s. 

Heat removal efficiency reflects the internal cooling effect of 

air inside the greenhouse.  The equation is as follows: 

( ) /i v i vT T t                      (7) 

where, η is heat removal efficiency, %; Ti is the air temperature 

without natural ventilation, °C; Tv is the air temperature under 

natural ventilation, °C; Δti-v is the time of natural ventilation, s. 

The parameter uniformity index as an evaluation criterion was 

proposed to fully reveal local ventilation stability.  Inhomogeneity 

is defined as: 
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where, Jv is the variable inhomogeneity, %; Pi is a certain 

parameter; Pm is the average value of parameters; n is the number 

of tomato seeding canopies.  The analytic hierarchy process  

was established and further analysis of the control angles of 

ventilation machinery was conducted to attain the optimal 

ventilation strategy in the sliding cover solar greenhouse.  Nine 

cases combining the side vent flip angle (α) and the roof vent flip 

angles (β) were considered.  The detailed simulation results are 

listed in Table 4. 

 
Figure 4  Analytic hierarchy process for further calculation of 

entropy weight and fuzzy optimization method based on numerical 

simulation 
 

Table 4  Characteristic values of six specific attributes in nine cases for the fuzzy comprehensive evaluation 

Case Mean age of air/s 
Heat removal  

efficiency/% 

Average  

temperature/°C 

Average  

velocity/m·s
−1

 

Temperature  

inhomogeneity/% 

Velocity  

inhomogeneity/% 

α = 35°, β = 25° 49.66 24.13 28.84 0.21 1.53 29.12 

α = 45°, β = 25° 49.20 25.51 28.18 0.25 1.04 15.08 

α = 55°, β = 25° 48.83 27.65 28.22 0.26 1.39 15.74 

α = 35°, β = 35° 48.88 25.85 29.01 0.22 1.80 27.75 

α = 45°, β = 35° 48.52 26.90 28.35 0.22 1.14 20.57 

α = 55°, β = 35° 48.82 28.01 28.09 0.26 1.07 13.76 

α = 35°, β = 45° 47.95 26.90 29.20 0.22 2.25 30.01 

α = 45°, β = 45° 47.91 27.93 28.35 0.25 1.35 17.99 

α = 55°, β = 45° 48.88 28.82 27.94 0.28 0.91 15.06 
 

2.3.2  Decision optimization process 

The entropy method was used to determine objective weights 

and its calculation process includes the following steps.  Assume 

that there are a (a=9) cases for evaluation and b (b=6) assessment 

criteria, which form a decision-making characteristic matrix  

Z={zij; i=1,2…,a; j=1,2…,b}.  Generally, a degree of membership 

matrix is applied to eliminate the different dimensions and orders 

of attributes. 

   
1 11
min max minij ij ij ij ij

i a i ai a
f z z z z

    
    for benefit criteria set  (9) 

   
11 1

max max minij ij ij ij ij
i ai a i a

f z z z z
    

    for cost criteria set (10) 
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where, fij is the characteristic value of relative membership; Pij is 

the probability value of each attribute; required not to be 1/a as 

possible which means the importance of all alternatives are equal. 

The information entropy of each criterion Hj is obtained.  The 

degree of divergence of instinctive information Dj is calculated.  If 

Pij=0, PijlnPij=0. 
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Dj = 1−Hj                     (13) 

Therefore, the entropy weight of the conditional attribute Wj 

can be determined as follows: 

1

b

j j jj
W D D


                  (14) 

In the decision-making system, the membership of a certain 

case Ui can be achieved by adopting weighted and generalized 

Euclidean distance method and least square method[8]: 
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where, Gi is the optimal relative membership degree; Bi is the worst 

relative membership degree. 

According to the previous calculation results, the information 

entropy and entropy weight of the six assessment criteria are as 

follows: 

[0.908 0.918 0.898 0.853 0.926 0.861]

[0.145 0.129 0.160 0.231 0.116 0.218]

j

j

H

W




 

Obviously, the six proposed attributes are quantitatively 

summarized in terms of their relative importance based on entropy 

weight.  The average velocity and its inhomogeneity are the 

crucial predictors, with the largest weights being 0.231 and 0.218, 

respectively. 
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3  Results and discussion 

3.1  Experimental validation of the comprehensive model 

In order to analyze the temperature distribution inside the 

greenhouse, temperature measurement experiments were performed.  

Figure 5 shows the comparison between numerical simulation and 

experimental results under the specified ventilation scenario (i.e., 

side vent flip angle of 45° and roof vent flip angle of 35°).  A 

series of thermocouples (TYD-ZS2 type, range: –40°C to 80°C, 

precision: ±0.2°C, resolution: 0.1°C) coupled to a data logger 

(HOBO U100-011, USA Oneset Co Ltd.) are attached to the target 

cross-section via a lead-wire, with a horizontal and vertical spacing 

of 2 m and 1 m, respectively.  During the experiments, the control 

execution system opens the roof and side vents to fulfill the 

specified operating conditions while the water circulating system is 

always running before the natural ventilation.  The cooling effect 

of natural ventilation is slowed down after about 10 min of 

ventilation and real-time temperature data is recorded.  The 

average relative error between the point measurements and 

simulation results is 1.74%, with maximum relative error of 3.71% 

and minimum relative error of 0.33%.  Therefore, the precision of 

numerical simulation is validated against experimental results, and 

detailed ventilation characteristics under CFD simulation are 

further imported into the comprehensive evaluation system based 

on entropy weight and fuzzy optimization method. 

 
a. Measured and simulated temperature 

 
b. Layout of the indoor air temperature measurement points 

Figure 5  Comparison between numerical simulation and 

experimental results in the sliding cover solar greenhouse 
 

3.2  Analysis of microclimate characteristics 

Representative case analysis on microclimate characteristics is 

proposed because the ventilation structure is the same, and the 

corresponding microclimate patterns are actually only different in 

order of magnitude.  Figure 6 illustrates the simulated temperature 

and velocity distributions of the greenhouse at 12:10 on August 

15th, 2018.  This representative ventilation scheme sets the side 

vent flip angle of 45° and the roof vent flip angle of 35°.  It can be 

observed that the temperature distribution inside the greenhouse 

has a high correlation with air movement.  The temperature 

distribution in the greenhouse is gradient due to the combined 

action of wind pressure and thermal pressure.  The heat mass of 

the south roof of the greenhouse is relatively concentrated because 

the rack-and-pinion ventilated structure has the function of 

diverting the wind direction, resulting in an internal air temperature 

difference of about 5.7°C on the target cross section.  The surface 

layer of soil is covered with black film, and its highest temperature 

is 35.4°C.  The thermal storage layer provides abundant heating 

capacity at nighttime but does not affect the development of crop 

roots because tomato seedlings are grown in planting troughs 

equipped with drip irrigation.  Side flip vents avoid the direct 

impact of the prevailing wind on the tomato canopy, and 

transitional low-speed airflow is continuously supplied to both 

sides of planting troughs.  The average temperature and velocity 

of the crop cultivation zone are 28.4°C and 0.22 m/s, respectively.  

Meanwhile, the airflow coming from the side vents will guide the 

internal air to form a counterclockwise circulation, which further 

promotes the convective heat transfer between the water circulation 

system and the indoor air. 

 
a. Simulated temperature distribution 

 
b. Simulated velocity distribution 

Figure 6  Distributions of the sliding cover solar greenhouse at 

12:10 on August 15th, 2018 
 

The mean age of air was employed to reflect the flow 

characteristics of fresh air, and its local value at the ventilation inlet 

was assumed to be theoretically equal to 0.  Figure 7 shows the 

contour plot of the mean age of air in the target cross section for the 

existing ventilation configuration (i.e., side vent flip angle of 45° 

and roof vent flip angle of 35°).  The optimal air age is 

concentrated near the side vents and the north roof, especially the 

side vents under the prevailing wind is the most significant 

compared with the roof vent on the leeward side.  The local air 

age of the south roof and the north sidewalk of the greenhouse has 

a large stagnation area, which results in non-uniform distribution of 

environmental parameters.  Consequently, these results illustrate 
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that the interaction of the rotation angles of the rack-and-pinion flip 

windows has a crucial influence on greenhouse microclimate 

characteristics and uniformity. 

 
Figure 7  Contour plot of the mean age of air for the existing 

ventilation configuration (i.e. side vent flip angle of 45° and roof 

vent flip angle of 35°) in the target cross section 
 

3.3  Decision evaluation of ventilation schemes 

Heat removal efficiency (becoming larger as the side vent flip 

angle becomes increases when the roof vent flip angle is constant) 

in different ventilation schemes can be visibly observed in Table 4.  

The results show that the increasing side vent flip angle is 

conducive to the prevailing wind entering the greenhouse more 

efficiently without directly impacting the canopy.  Under the 

specified flip angle of side vents (i.e., α=35°, α=45° and α=55°), 

the heat removal efficiency becomes weaker with the increase of 

the roof vent flip angle, and the variation difference is 2.77%, 

2.42% and 1.17%.  Figure 8 illustrates the comparative 

histograms of simulated microclimate characteristics (i.e. 

temperature and airflow velocity) and corresponding 

inhomogeneity for the tomato seeding canopies.  It can be 

observed that the average airflow velocity of the tomato seeding 

canopies is inversely proportional to the average temperature.  

The results demonstrate that the refreshing airflow is beneficial to 

the heat exchange between crop leaves and internal air, and further 

accelerated the photosynthesis of tomato seedings.  However, the 

temperature inhomogeneity is proportional to the velocity 

inhomogeneity.  The worst ventilation scheme is the roof vent flip 

angle of 35° and the roof vent flip angle of 45° under the associated 

side vent flip angle of 45°.  In addition, the velocity 

inhomogeneity decreases gradually with the increase of the side 

vent flip angle.  This phenomenon suggests that the increase of the 

flip angle of side vents makes the prevailing airflow continuously 

and stably into the areas on both sides of the planting trough.  It is 

disadvantageous to the temperature and airflow uniform when the 

roof vent flip angle is 35°, no matter how the side vent flip angle is 

adjusted.  Thus, the rotating angles of ventilation schemes have a 

substantial impact on the microclimate and inhomogeneity of the 

tomato seeding canopies. 

Figure 9 describes the ranks of nine ventilated cases using the 

evaluation index system of ventilation strategy.  The maximum 

relative degree of membership indicates that the ventilation scheme 

is optimal, and it can be combined with the water circulation 

system to accomplish the greenhouse cooling function.  

According to the simulation data, it can be inferred that the relative 

degree of membership of the side vent flip angle of 45° is 36% and 

97% higher than that of the side vent flip angle of 35° and the side 

vent flip angle of 25°, respectively.  The influence of changing the 

roof vent flip angle on the relative degree of membership is 

negligible when the side vent flip angle is 35°. 

 
a. Average temperature and velocity of tomato seeding canopies 

 
b. Temperature and velocity inhomogeneity of tomato seeding 

Figure 8  Comparative histograms of simulated greenhouse 

microclimate characteristics 
 

 
Figure 9  Ranks of different cases with the relative degree of 

membership using the evaluation index system of ventilation strategy 

4  Conclusions 

This study utilized an integrated numerical simulation and 

entropy-weight method to analyze the greenhouse microclimate.  

The preliminary numerical model has been verified by monitoring 

temperature data under ventilation conditions.  The average 

relative error between the point measurements and simulation 

results was 1.74%, with maximum relative errors of 3.71% and 

minimum relative errors of 0.33%.  The detailed ventilation 

characteristics are further imported into the comprehensive 

evaluation system based on entropy weight and fuzzy optimization 

method.  
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The analytic hierarchy process was established and further 

analysis of the control angles of ventilation machinery was 

conducted to attain the optimal ventilation strategy in the sliding 

cover solar greenhouse.  Nine cases combining the side vent flip 

angle (α) and the roof vent flip angle (β) were considered.  Six 

proposed attributes were quantitatively summarized in terms of 

their relative importance based on entropy weight.  The average 

velocity and its inhomogeneity were the crucial predictors, with the 

largest weights being 0.231 and 0.218, respectively.  The results 

illustrate that the interaction of the rotation angles of the 

rack-and-pinion flip windows has a crucial influence on greenhouse 

microclimate characteristics and uniformity.  

The results show that the temperature distribution inside the 

greenhouse has a high correlation with air movement.  The heat 

mass of the south roof of the greenhouse is relatively concentrated 

because the rack-and-pinion ventilated structure has the function of 

diverting the wind direction, resulting in an internal air temperature 

difference of about 5.7°C on the target cross section.  Meanwhile, 

the airflow coming from the side vents will guide the internal air to 

form a counterclockwise circulation, which further promotes the 

convective heat transfer between the water circulation system and 

the indoor air.  The CFD simulation shows that the worst airflow 

distribution scheme is the roof vent flip angle of 35° and the roof 

vent flip angle of 45° under the associated side vent flip angle of 

45°.  Additionally, it is disadvantageous to the temperature and 

airflow uniform when the roof vent flip angle is 35°, no matter how 

the side vent flip angle is adjusted.  Finally, the relative degree of 

membership of the side vent flip angle of 45° is 36% and 97% 

higher than that of the side vent flip angle of 35° and the side vent 

flip angle of 25°, respectively.  The influence of changing the roof 

vent flip angle on the relative degree of membership is negligible 

when the side vent flip angle is 35°.  In this study, in order to 

alleviate the discrete difficulty and reduce the computational cost, 

the influence of complex hinged skeleton structure on shading is 

ignored, which should be improved in later studies.  On the other 

hand, complex problems such as numerical simulation of mature 

tomato plants, respiration and transpiration still need to be 

comprehensively tackled.  It is necessary to optimize and perfect 

the greenhouse ventilation control system by combining the 

subjective weight of the expert evaluation system.  This paper can 

provide a reference to evaluate the ventilated strategies of the 

sliding cover solar greenhouse for the regional and central 

government. 
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